
Thank you for purchasing the ICS Loc8 Table System, we hope it will give you years of useful 
service. The system is designed only to fit the following right hand drive vans: VW T5 (2004 
onwards) and T6 (2015 onwards). Please carefully follow the fitting instructions below.  Two 
videos are available at our website www.icampersolutions.co.uk which show how to fit the 
Loc8Trim Panel and how to remove and refit the Loc8Table.

2  Offer up the Loc8Trim trim panel to the door and secure by reusing the grey VW clips. Ensure that 
each clip is fully engaged through both the Loc8 panel and the door itself before pushing the centre 
of each clip fully home.

Caution 
Before installation it is essential to check that your VW sliding door mechanism is not worn 
or damaged. If you are unsure of its condition consult a motor vehicle technician before 
continuing. Innovative Camper Solutions Ltd cannot be held responsible for damage 
sustained due to the sliding door mechanism being worn or damaged.

Fitting the Loc8 Door Trim

1  With the door closed, remove the grey hardboard panel from sliding door. To do this either use a thin 
bladed trim clip remover or unscrew the centre of the clips using a 3mm hexagon key. Be careful not 
to damage the plastic trim clips as you will reuse them.



1  With the door closed and holding 
the table in both hands, lift the top 
edge of the table into both upper 
slots 

2  Push the table into Loc8Trim (A). 
Pressing the table into the trim, 
lower it into the slots below (B).

3  Always check that the table is fitted 
correctly with all 4 corners located 
securely in the Loc8Trim panel (as 
shown in picture) before sliding the 
door open.

Removing the Loc8Table

1  Removal of the table is simply the reverse of fitting!
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Fitting the Loc8Table


